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Who uses social media?
And why?
●

What’s your favorite social media platform?

●

Do you use social media for your community?

●

Why do you think social media is important for your community?

Social media is important
And it’s a great tool for communities
●

You can engage with a wider audience

●

You can develop a stronger voice for your community

●

You can participate in and shape the fan conversation

Effective Social Media Platforms
And what Wikia uses
●

●

●

Facebook
○ /wikia_de (DE)
○ /wikia_fr (FR)
○ /ChineseWikia (ZH)
Twitter
○ @wikia_de (DE)
○ @Wikia_fr (FR)
Country specific
○ weibo.com/Wikia (HZ)
○ vk.com/ru_wikia (RU)

●

●
●

Twitter
○ @getfandom (EN)
○ @Wikia (EN)
Facebook
○ /getfandom (EN)
Instagram
○ /getfandom (EN)

Engaging with a wider audience
Why it’s important
●

Engagement: Talking to your fans gives them a deeper and more intimate
way of engaging with your community

●

Variety: Reach reader beyond the encyclopedia topic while keeping fan
knowledge at the center of it

●

Feedback: Engaging with fans means they’ll often engage with you

●

Expansion: Even followers without a Wikia account will feel like part of your
community

Engaging with a wider audience
How do I do that? A few “hints”:
●

What? Post diverse content - not just community links

●

How? Like, retweet, and reply to people as subtle but effective
self-promotion - fans enjoy when their voices are heard. Don’t fear
butting into conversations!

●

How often? Post consistently - activity generates interest!

●

When? Post when people are most likely to be online

→ Special hint for Facebook: The more followers you get, the better your
content is rated, and the easier it will be to get more followers

Engaging with a wider audience
A few examples:

Engaging with a wider audience
Don’t be afraid to join the conversation
●

People want to talk on social media - don’t be afraid to jump in a
conversation you weren’t originally part of

●

Use the platform’s search feature to find brand- and community-related
keywords to see what other people are saying

●

Joining into conversations lets people know you’re on the platform, and
they are likely to follow you and engage with you further

●

Even if you don’t reply, you can retweet or like their post to let them
know that you enjoyed what they said

What makes a good post?
The basics
●

Much different, shorter than longform content on Wikia,
especially for Tweets

●

Place a clear message

●

Often include hashtags or @mentions to draw attention of
other accounts

●

If you’re highlighting content, tease it without saying too
much.

●

Pictures and GIFs are eye candy. Use them when you can

What makes a good post?
Tone matters
●

Individuality: When you’re just starting out on social media,
you need to find your account’s voice and tone

●

Authenticity: Differentiate yourself from the core brand (i.e.
Marvel vs Marvel Database) by focusing on fan-related
topics

●

Attitude: Stay positive whenever possible - negativity gets
clicks, but positivity appeals to the widest audience
What’s your voice?

●

Representative: Talk casually, but professionally

Breakout Session: A Deeper Dive
Let’s find some successful accounts!
●

Break into groups (3-4 people) for smaller discussion, and
appoint a speaker from that group

●

Find brands or communities you like to follow or might
like to follow on Social Media.
○ Why do you like to follow them?
○ What kinds of content do they post?
○ What do you notice about their voice?
○ How do they engage with fans?

●

Finally: Share what you found!

Final Thoughts
In 140 characters or less (not really though)
●
●
●
●

Success is never guaranteed on social media. There are no objective criteria.
Success takes time and experimentation. Find what works for you
As long as you’re staying positive, don’t be afraid to take risks with new ideas
Remember
○ Engage with your followers and potential followers
○ Post often and at the right times
○ Find your tone and then stick with it

The End!
Any final questions?

